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Enactivism, cognitive semiotics and translation studies: to the benefits of
cooperation
The purport of this paper is to show that enactivism, one of the state-of-the-art paradigms
within the field of Cognitive Sciences, has a significant potential for mutual coordination of three
major approaches, i.e. cognitive, sociological, and cultural (Chesterman 2009), defining the
current state of Translation Studies. Its central concepts, i.e. autopoesis, autonomy, sensemaking, value, embodiment, embeddedness, emergence, experience, adaptivity, agency, and
interaction (Di Paolo, Rohde, De Jaegher 2014; Cuffari, Di Paolo, De Jaegher 2015), could provide
a truly integrated and empirically grounded semiotic framework that enables multifocal, yet
ontologically unified study of translation as an autopoetic (and, thus, autonomous) social
(syb)system (Tulenev 2010). This system reproduces its self-identity (mediation) by means of
translation process, taken in the unity of its three dimensions, i.e. translation act, translation
event, and translation practice (Toury 2012, Chesterman 2015).
The process itself is performed by the translator’s «living-lived body» (Froese 2011), that
constitutes an autonomous operationally closed cognitive system (Di Paolo, Rohde, De Jaegher
2014). Due to such closure, in actuality it is the translator’s and not the author’s individual
experience and self-identity (and intention) that is at stake in translation act, the text functioning
merely as an instruction manual («trigger-causality»; Tulenev 2010) for the translator’s sensemaking (evaluation) of the world enacted in his interpretive engagement with the text. At this
point my argument will be based on the concepts of narrative experientiality (Caracciolo 2011,
2012), participatory sense-making and emergence (Di Paolo, Rohde, De Jaegher 2010). At the
same time, since autonomous system are interactionally open (Di Paolo, Rohde, De Jaegher
2010), the translator’s cognitive activity (translation act) extends into higher-order social and
cultural value landscapes, wherein his body is embedded and wherein translation events take
place and translation practices emerge and evolve. I will discuss the ongoing tension between
individual and social value patterns and norms, shaping translation process as a means of social
interaction and a kind of «languaging» and semiosis.
Finally, I will examine the enactivist view on cognition as constant adaptation to
precarious conditions, by means of active coordination of the interaction flow, this interaction
being transformational, not merely informational (Di Paolo, Rohde, De Jaegher 2010), and
discuss from this perspective the issue of the translator’s visibility, manipulation, and
intervention. In this respect, enactivist perspective contributes to the gradual transformation of
Translation Studies into anthropocentric “Translator’s Studies” (Chesterman 2009).
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